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Key Highlights and News

•   Unemployment claims soar.  Unemployment claims jumped to 3.3 million for the 
week ending March 21, which is 4x the prior record in 1982, while the four-week 
moving average soared to 1 million. Continuing unemployment claims rose to  
1.8 million for the prior week. (Evercore ISI)

•   Senate lawmakers reached an agreement on an estimated $2 trillion stimulus 
package aimed at shielding the U.S. economy from the worst consequences of the 
coronavirus pandemic. (Wall Street Journal)

•   President Trump says he wants “the country opened” by Easter despite warnings 
from public health experts about coronavirus outbreak. He expressed concern 
about having to “close the country” to curb the spread of the coronavirus and 
indicated his guidelines on business shutdowns and social distancing would soon 
be lifted. (Fox Business News)

•   India Prime Minister Narendra Modi has announced “a total ban of coming out 
of your homes” for three weeks for the nation of 1.3 billion. The Prime Minister 
declared an extensive lockdown on Tuesday, a day after the authorities grounded all 
domestic flights. (The Washington Post)

•   North America Total Retail Traffic Sinks to -80.4% in March Week 3 (vs -30.7% in 
March Week 2) in the first week of nationwide store closures. (Morgan Stanley)

What to Keep an Eye On

•   Italy remains a major focus for many investors. Its ability to control the COVID-19 
outbreak is expected to be a leading indicator for many other western countries. 
Markets are heavily focused on the Lombardy region given that is where the bulk of 
the outbreak is occurring. Recent news has been favorable with decelerating new 
cases and better mortality trends.

•   Over the past three weeks, companies in Europe and the Americas have drawn 
at least $124 billion from their lenders. The dash for cash has been driven by the 
broad-based liquidity squeeze from the coronavirus outbreak. The Federal Reserve 
has put in place measures to re-liquify markets in an attempt to stem the concerns. 
(Financial Times)

•   Markets await medical solutions. A vaccine solution or antiviral treatment that 
mitigates the threat of COVID-19 would ease anxiety and calm markets. 

•   Government intervention. The U.S. government’s unprecedented efforts to remedy 
issues in debt markets and provide private sector funding backstops for company 
revenues and workers’ wages could allow the economy to avoid a worst-case scenario.
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Our Perspective

At this juncture, we believe that a recession is unavoidable given the unprecedented 
collapse in demand associated with shutting down large parts of the economy. 
Virus fears and quarantine measures are creating a massive global demand shock 
and there will be corresponding second-round effects, amplified by global trade and 
connections to the financial system. Discretionary spending, tourism, exports, and 
manufacturing will come under severe pressure. However, global growth could stage a 
decent recovery later in the year, led by pent-up demand and forceful policy stimulus. 
The recovery no doubt will likely be mild, staggered, and will take time to heal back to 
its prior potential. Markets tend to rebound months in advance of an actual recovery in 
the economy, anticipating better times ahead, before it shows up in the data.  

Don’t be reactive. Remain anchored to your individual long-term investment plan— 
it’s your secret competitive advantage. A patient, opportunistic, and long-term 
approach to meeting your investment goals is a huge competitive advantage for all 
investors. Don’t let the 24-hour news cycle, external shocks, or market gyrations derail 
that. A long-term investment approach can keep you grounded through heightened 
market volatility as well as through unexpected events that may dislocate markets  
from time to time. Staying focused on long-term drivers, like the long-term outlook  
for economic growth and corporate profits, allows you to stay grounded and not  
jump in and out of the market and miss out on potential investment returns during 
uncertain times. 

To hear our latest insights on market developments, please join us 
every Wednesday at 9:00 a.m. PT. Dial in: 866-506-8264.
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